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From the writers who brought you The Little Black Book of Sex Positions comes a bigger and better manual than ever before. The
Big Black Book of Sex Positions is your go-to guide if you feel like your sex life has gone stale. Spice things up with these
tantalizing positions that will enhance your sexual experience like never before. Within this accessible and approachable guide,
you’ll find exciting and steamy sex positions like Bottoms Up, The Joyride, The Lotus, Spread Eagle, as well as more than twenty
less-frequent, but more adventurous sexual topics and positions. You’ll also discover sections about foreplay, toys, setting the
mood, exercises to improve your performance and flexibility, why size only matters when it’s wrong, and many other burning
topics that are often overlooked. Get ready to take your sex life to a whole-new level with The Big Black Book of Sex Positions.
"Published in Great Britain by Dorling Kindersley Limited"--Title page verso.
For sexual adventurers and novices alike, this title takes you on a seductive and sumptuous journey through the ancient art of
Kama Sutra. Whether you want to try Swallows in Love or the Singing Monkey, it features 80 positions from the intimate to the
acrobatic.
Spice up your sex life with this ultimate guide to exciting, erotic and even acrobatic sex positions, including a sizzling position for
every day of the year that is paired with titillating color photographs. Transform your sex life and maximize your full sexual potential
with 365 Sex Positions. Whether you’re looking to break out of the same routines or spice it up in the bedroom, this guide shows
hundreds of positions from beginner to pro levels to help you experiment. Open to any page and you’ll discover a thrilling new
position: - Feel the sensual beat all over with “Tribal Rhythm” - Bounce her to an awesome orgasm doing the “Pogo” - Flip him
over for an amazing 69 in the “Chair Tryst” - Balance her on a ball to hit the “G-Spot Striker” - Blast off to higher pleasure in the
“Lusty Launch” Easy-to-follow techniques accompany full-color photographs of each position so that you and your partner can
discover new pleasures and explore how to reach orgasmic states in order to experience sexual bliss.
??? Buy the Paperback Version of This Book and Get the Kindle Book Version for FREE ???If you want to spice up your sex life
and learn a lot of simple yet tantalizing sex positions, then get comfortable and keep reading... According to the most recent
research in the sexology field... Among American couples, over 50% are dissatisfied or highly dissatisfied with their sex life;
Around 37% of them feel that their life would be happier if they had more sexual intercourse; Women are 20% more sensitive to
their partner's shortcomings; Almost 50% of them faked an orgasm at least once in their life, keeping the male in the dark; 100%
OF THEM FEEL THAT THE ROOT CAUSE OF THEIR SEXUAL DISSATISFACTION IS A LACK OF FUN & VARIETY IN THEIR
POSITIONS! As you probably know, this can lead to countless problems in couples. Cheating, crises and ultimately divorces are a
daily occurrence in modern society. Luckily, there's a simple yet effective solution... In Sex Positions for Beginners you're going to
discover: Over 50 beginners' sex positions. With detailed pictures and accurate descriptions. Having fun with those positions will
be a piece of cake, even if you're an absolute beginner with sex; The easiest way for a woman to get satisfaction. All the positions
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to let her have an orgasm in few minutes and without any stress. She will thank you forever and ask for more sex; How to last
more, more and more without any pill. Premature ejaculation will just be a distant memory for males. Lasting more, obviously
equals more delight for both partners; The ultimate guide to a better sexual life. All the positions you need to know to start and
have fun with your partner. Having sex has never been so easy, even if you're 50+; AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. PLEASE CLICK
ON THE BOOK COVER AND LOOK INSIDE THE TABLE OF CONTENTS. YOU'LL BE AMAZED! But maybe you're having some
more doubts right now... I'M 50+. I'M NOT SO STRETCHY ANYMORE. AM I TOO OLD FOR THIS BOOK? No! This book does
not suggest any fancy Kama Sutra sex positions that requires years and years of training and experience. All the positions
discussed are easy to perform for older couples too. DOES THIS BOOK INCLUDE PICTURES? THERE ARE TONS OF BOOKDS
ABOUT SEX POSITIONS OUT THERE, BUT WITHOUT ANY PICTURES. THAT SOUNDS WEIRD... Of course! A sex positions
book without pictures is a joke and will lead you nowhere. All the positions described in this book have a detailed picture attached
to let you perform it in a couple of minutes. IS THIS JUST A THEORETICAL BOOK? I'D LIKE TO HAVE FUN IMMEDIATELY. I
NEED IT... You will be able to start having fun with your partner in just 5 mins. Open the book, choose the position you like, look at
the picture, read the description and have fun. No theory allowed here. This is not the average sex positions book. This has been
crafted on purpose for beginner couples who want to enjoy the beauty of sex with ease. Having fun with sex has never been so
easy. Are you ready to start and change your sex life forever? Scroll up and click the "Buy Now" button!??? Buy the Paperback
Version of This Book and Get the Kindle Book Version for FREE ???
This beautiful boxed set is the perfect gift of love for the modern couple to share. 69 Ways to Please Your Lover offers sexy
suggestions and provocative pointers to stimulate both mind and body. It features a wealth of ways to tickle the erotic imagination,
with techniques that range from playing to penetrating; a tour of the body's many hot spots (with hints on how to arouse them); and
ways to bring all five senses into play. Among the 60 explicit photographs are many hidden in special pages that you must ?unzip”
to reveal the secrets within. Pocket Kama Sutra takes the most potent ingredients from Eastern eroticism, adds sumptuous
photographs, and mixes in a tantalizing blend of ancient and modern wisdom. All the sex-enhancing ideas come from the classic
texts: The Kama Sutra, Ananga Ranga, and The Perfumed Garden. Four sensuous chapters explain it all, including the secret
recipe for languid lovemaking that lasts for hours; fast and passionate ideas for sex driven by speed, urgency, and excitement; a
menu of intensely penetrative positions; and an aptly titled ?adventurous” chapter with creative, challenging, and fun moves. The
result is an irresistible magic potion for the best sex ever!
Make your love life sizzle with this collection of mind-blowing sex positions inspired by the classic Eastern book of erotica. With
positions ranging from slow and sensual to frisky and fun, this book features all the classics as well as adventurous new positions
to try, you’ll never want to go back to Missionary again!
You Are 1-Click Away From Adding Passion, Energy, Desire, Excitement And Satisfaction To Your Sex Life To Get You And Your
Sex Partner(S) To Bask In The Glory Of Passionate, Multiple Orgasm-Filled Sexual Encounters That Keep You Smiling At The
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Thought Of Them! Sex is not just sex. Great sex is what we all strive for even if we've never had an amazing sexual experience
before; the body knows when it has just 'never gotten there'. And if it gets there, you know! You know you've had great sex when
you've had it; you and your partner feel fresh, energized, sleepy, happy, euphoric, like you want to laugh/smile, ecstatic, flushed,
shy and more; all combined in one! There is nothing like it! So how do you maximize pleasure that you and your partner(s) get
from every sexual encounter? How do you turn yourself and your partner on instantly so that you can 'go' anywhere anytime?
What do you need to start doing to spice things up and what do you need to stop doing? How do you turn your boring, bland, lazy,
orgasm-deprived, passion-lacking, excitement-free and satisfaction lacking sex life to one where both you and your partner(s)
have lustful, passionate, energetic, exciting, and orgasm filled sexual encounters? How do you reintroduce passion, lust, fun,
excitement, orgasms, experimentation, fulfillment and more into your sex life? How do you overcome all your inhibitions and go all
out in every sexual encounter to maximize your satisfaction and that of your partner(s)? How do you ensure you don't get
disappointed at any step of the way to maximum sexual pleasure? If you have these and other related questions, keep reading, as
this book is for you. It covers the ins and outs of maximizing your sexual pleasure (for you and your partner(s)) while making it fun,
exciting, satisfying, passionate and the kind of thing that you want to do it over and over again! More precisely, the book will teach
you: Why introducing variety in your preferred sex positions will catapult your sex life to the next level, including over 30 sex
positions that will instantly help you stop repeating the same old positions that have made sex mundane and boring How to add a
new twist to your favorite sex positions to make sex more exciting, fun, passionate and involving How and why dirty talk can make
you harder or wetter and make sex more exciting, including how to introduce dirty talk to your sex life How to leverage the power
of Kama sutra and tantra to propel your sex life to the next level, including the best tantric sex positions that will get you body
numbing, toe curling and eye rolling orgasms What has been draining your sex life How your low performance may have to do with
low testosterone levels, including how to boost your testosterone levels to increase your libido and stamina How to stop coming
too fast, last longer in bed and unleash the randy hose within you to satisfy your partner(s) all the time Exercises that can 10X your
sex life And much more! Whether you've had amazing sex before and want to bring back the experience or have never
experienced the magic of great sex, this book has something for you. And lucky for you, the book takes an easy to follow, beginner
friendly approach to help you, irrespective of your prowess and experience, start applying what you learn right away and start
seeing results in your first sexual encounter after reading this book! Click Buy Now With 1-Click or Buy Now to get started!
Based on the ancient Indian sex manual, here is advice to steam up any bedroom and spark life into any romance—from oral sex to
sitting and standing positions to more adventurous positions like “The Propeller” and “The Rowing Boat.” Sadie Cayman has
taken the ancient Kama Sutra and given it a modern, self-help feel. Designed to educate you as a lover and advance your
lovemaking techniques beyond the basic and moring, this book is designed to make fantasies come true. Here are ways to bring
passion to your bedroom (or any room with a chair or table). Positions are ranked for passion, drama, romance, exertion,
convenience, and more. Experience: The Bent Kiss The Cap of Luxury The Flowing Triangle Nirvana Supernova The Curled Angel
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And, to spice things up, Cayman offers quotes and advice about romances and sex from Ingrid Bergman, the Marquis de Sade,
Henry Miller, Anais Nin, Deepak Chopra, and more. Tastefully illustrated in full color, and playfully written, this new handbook will
bring your love life new excitement and challenges. You can offer your new lover or your long-term partner the most passionate,
creative, and enthusiastic lovemaking he or she has ever had. You won’t have to fantasize any longer about what it’s like for a
lover to thank you after sex. You’ll find out.
The first book to combine Kama Sutra positions with fitness workouts, including 350 illustrated sensual sexercises. Enhance your
fitness while reaching new heights of sexual bliss with exciting sex positions designed to work and tone key muscle groups for
both partners. Each clearly illustrated sexercise includes stats and tips to maximize your workout. Heart rate and flexibility ratings
allow you to choose positions based on your level of fitness, then build your strength for more challenging positions. Whether
you're in the mood for a high-intensity quickie or a lovemaking marathon, Kama Sutra Workout will help to get you physically fit
and sexually satisfied.
The world’s best sexpert, Tracey Cox, meets the world’s greatest sex guide. If you want to tell your lingam from your yoni, perfect
the nine thrusts to Nirvana and wave goodbye to ordinary orgasms, Tracey Cox’s unique, explicit and entertaining take on the
Kama Sutra is just what you need. ‘Debonking’ the myths, showing what works, what doesn’t and what’s omigod-great, this is
the Kama Sutra to make your tantric techniques tingle and shiver your chakras. “If you’d like sex which transcends sex as we
know it, you’ve come to the right place . . .” Tracey Cox.
Looking for illustrations or pictures? Check out Anastasia''s FULLY ILLUSTRATED edition of this title on the Kindle Store. Also
available as paperback. Anastasia Ratjkowski presents an extensive and collective arrangement of 101 Sex Positions for you and
your partner to try at home. If you''re looking to spice things up in the bedroom, or outside the bedroom for that matter, then this is
the title for you. This title will introduce you to a whole new era of sex in your relationship and a whole new world of sex positions.
Whether you''re currently on the market or in a relationship, there is more than enough to go around here. Whether you''re new to
sex and want to experiment or seasoned in the sack, there''s something here for you! You will learn: ? 101 Sex Positions ? How to
perform each and every position, step by step ? Why you or your partner aren''t reaching orgasm ? How to achieve more orgasms
? Safety recommendations for advanced positions ? Lots of Great Tips for Him and Her What''s new in the second edition? After
extensive feedback on the first edition in this series, this title has been completely reimagined to make it a more enjoyable reading
experience. Here are some of the changes that have been in the works! ? A completely re-designed format, making each position
easier to follow ? A concise re-structure of introductory chapters "How to make her come" and "How to have a better orgasm" ?
Page numbers allowing for quick referencing to your favorite positions ? An updated contents section in line with customer
comments But that''s not all. Also included in the second edition is a bespoke collection of chapters from Anastasia''s Sex Mastery
series of titles: "101 Sex Positions to Make Her Scream" "The Ultimate Guide to Sex - A 14 Day Guide" "Sex Positions Mastery:
100 Top Sex Positions" "Sex Mastery: How to Make Her Come" You will learn everything you need to know about: ? The Female
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Psychology ? The Value of Sex ? 6 Ways to Become More Confident in Bed ? How to Make Her Come ? How to Have a Better
Orgasm ? Anal Sex ? Sex Toys ? How to Last Longer in Bed ? After Sex: What to Do & What Not to Do This book ALSO
INCLUDES Anastasia Ratjkowski''s 14 Day Relationship Guide to Improving Your Sex Life with Your Partner. This includes a
series of tested daily goals, targets, and challenges for you to complete with your partner. Whether your sex life has hit a wall and
gone stale, or you just want to spice things up and get that spark back, this guide WILL put sex back on the table. AND including
exclusive content from Anastasia Ratajkowski''s: ? The Art of Seduction; ? The Art of Foreplay; and ? The Art of Penetration
Looking for a preview? "We all know by now that you have to work to get a girl to orgasm, and I mean a genuine orgasm. The sad
truth is that most women end up faking an orgasm to avoid the awkward tension she knows that he hasn''t got her there. But no
one should have to resort to this; it should never be an option. Period..." "This topic has a lot to do with the previous chapter, so
I''m not going to go in too deep here (pun intended). You''ve probably met, or at least heard about, women that always find it so
hard to have a complete orgasm or even those..." "You''re going to need to repeat this over and over again and you could give her
orgasm after orgasm! If you put in the time to do this, she will be mind-blown by you and reward you back in return. The better the
time she''s having, the better the time you''re going to have..."
Put the spice back into your sex life with this erotic encyclopedia from bestselling sex writer Anne Hooper. Packed with inventive
ideas, tried-and-tested techniques and expert advice, this is the perfect bedside companion.
"Sex Positions for Every Body is loaded with intelligent, inspiring, easy tips that will bolster your sexual repertoire." --DR. EMILY
MORSE, Host of Sex with Emily, Guest host on Loveline with Dr. Drew Pinsky Do you want to have an orgasm? Of course! But if
you look a bit deeper you'll probably find that you want more than that, too. For most people, "the orgasm" is not their primary
motive for having sex, and it isn't the number one reason for reading a book about sex either. Instead, those reasons might sound
more like this: I want to improve my sex skills; I'm interested in new techniques and positions; I'm curious about other kinds of sex
but don't know where to start; or I want to show greater affection for someone by adding some spice to our sex. In Sex Positions
for Every Body, nationally recognized sexologist Dr. Jill McDevitt presents a welcoming, non-judgmental guide to playful sex
positions--pulling the covers off the confusion, giving foreplay a face-lift, and empowering you to discover satisfying, confident sex.
Whether you're a bit mystified by sex and seeking an honest guide, or eager to spice things up, Sex Positions for Every Body is
the fun and frank guide to finding the sex positions that feel right for you, whatever body you are in. The Moves: explore 56
pleasurable sex positions with step-by-step instructions and full-color illustrations that bring each sex position to life Why You'll
Like It: Face-to-face? Intimate contact? Acrobatic? Choose what turns you on based on your pleasure-seeking preferences Fan
Faves: Real feedback from real people about their favorite sex positions Playtime: learn about popular sex toys that will enhance
your experience and give your sex skills all the TLC they deserve (over and over again) Sex Savvy Tips: Jill's insider tricks for
getting the maximum pleasure out of each position Exciting and informative additional features include: "Keep It Steamy" Tips for
Talk & Toys * Lube & Lotion 101 * Personalized adaptations to make each sex position work for you * and more
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An ancient Hindu text, "The Kama Sutra" is attributed to Vatsyayana-a Vedic philosopher of the Gupta Empire. The book offers
advice on the practice of sexual intercourse, with additional passages about virtue, love, family, and other aspects of human life. It
is arguably the world's most famous literary document concerning human sexuality.
Enjoy sensational and satisfying sex with this handy pocket guide that will ensure bedtime boredom is banished forever.
Combining the best of the Kama Sutra's ancient wisdom with modern sex advice, Pocket Kama Sutra Super Sex is packed with 52
red-hot sex positions, easy-to-learn sexual techniques for him and her, and tips that will maximise your lovemaking skills and
confidence. You and your lover can have fun working through the themed positions, or dip in and pick and mix to create your own
raunchy repertoire. Are you in the mood for him to take charge with Galloping Horse or for her to be in the driving seat with The
Goat and the Tree? Do you fancy the slow and sensual Twining Position or the down and dirty Driving the Peg Home? Whatever
your mood, you'll find something here to fulfil all your sexual needs. Be inspired and titillated by the highly erotic photos and learn
the tried-and-tested techniques to skilfully seduce and fully pleasure your lover every time.
Sex Positions Complete with Illustrations For many of us Kama Sutra is still a mysterious and hidden manual for lovemaking that
could provide us with the secrets to infinite orgasms and long prosperous relationships. In reality the Kama Sutra is a much subtler
and more spiritual text than that, which has sometimes been lost in our modern approach to the Kama Sutra. In this book the
spiritual element of the original Kama Sutra that promotes closeness and true intimacy is coupled with our modern love of
experimentation and sex positivity. Creating a fun and streamlined approach to the Kama Sutra that is easy to follow, inspiring and
full of exciting tips and sex positions to send your partner wild. Discover the rich history of the Kama Sutra and how its original
intentions can give a kick to your love life while also teaching you how to respect your partner and truly explore them - in every
sense possible. Teach yourself how to be more present with a lover so you can have a deeper connection and understand their
physical and mental needs. Learn about forty unique and inviting positions for you to try with a partner as well as tips for success
and making sure the positions work for you. Sex positions for beginners. Sex positions for advanced. Give Your Partner What
They Want! Click on The Top of The Page to Order Now! tags: Sex positions, Discover Sex Positions, Sex Positions For
Beginners, Sex Positions guide, Sex Positions Pictures, Sex Positions Tips, Sex Positions To Try, kama sutra, sex guide, sex
books, tantric massage, sex in marriage, how to have sex, tantric massage, tantric sex free, tantric sex book, tantric sex, tantra,
yoni masage, lingam massage, couples massage, tantric yoga, couples communication, tantric sex kindle, tantric massage kindle,
couples erotic massage
Every Kama Sutra position and how to do it... Re-discover the ultimate handbook of exotic sensuality, the Kama Sutra, with this
bold new 'how-to' guide. Over 500 explicit photographs help you and your partner achieve even the most elaborate positions, while
revealing advice tells you how to experience every ecstatic moment. Whether you're a Kama Sutra novice or a connoisseur,
experience every position from the sweet and sensuous 'Elephant' to the acrobatic 'Suspended Congress', and explore the erotic
possibilities of massage, bathing and fantasy. Share the sensational pleasures of the world's most celebrated sex manual, step by
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sensual step.
Get ready for the best year of your life! 365 Sex Moves offers couples hot and exciting positions for every day of the year. Filled
with stunning photography and short technique descriptions that get right to the point, this book allows you to simply pick-up-andplay and do the position shown. Whether you’re interested in trying something just a little different or are ready for an advanced
acrobatic position, 365 Sex Moves has it all. With this sexy little guide, you’ll never know what the day—or night—will bring.
Ultimate pleasure can be yours every night, with 365 positions from the most erotic sex guide ever written From the ‘Rolling
Rapture’ to the ‘Divine Entwine’ 365 sexy positions straight from the Kama Sutra promises a year of seriously great sex.
Whether you want slow, sensual lovemaking or a quick, orgasmic fix find a position for every time, place and mood. ‘Divine
Moment’ suggestions, ‘Pure Nirvana’ tips, and erotic how-tos help you enjoy each sexy position to the full. A sensual, spiritual,
physical, erotic, exotic, ecstatic supply of new ideas guaranteed to keep anyone in the bedroom – night after night after night. Use
it every day, or just dip in and out when the mood takes you!
The Most Practical ILLUSTRATED Guide You Will Ever Find on Kama Sutra and Sex Positions! 2 Manuscripts in 1 Book: 1) Kama
Sutra for Beginners 2) Sex Positions for Couples: the Sex Bucket List When was the last time you tried something new in bed? Do
you want to find the best positions to increase stress and pleasure in the "right" places and finally bring your sex to the next level?
If you want to find new and exciting sex positions to spice up your sex life then keep reading! This book is for you! The beauty of
sex is that you can do so much with it. Whether you want to have a deep and slow experience with your partner or a fast, rough,
almost animalistic feeling with the other person, there are so many variants to sex that you won't get bored. The positions
illustrated in this book will give you something totally new to try with your partner. The novelty of trying a new position with your
partner is thrilling. It promotes the feeling of adventure and it helps to foster a deeper connection. You will finally say goodbye to
routine, leave your comfort zone and make you both feel amazing. ?? This book is a professional, in-depth, detailed and practical
guide to Kama Sutra, with 300+ Illustrated Sex Positions! This book will give you everything you need to keep your sex life fresh
and constantly changing, discovering what turns each other on and exploring kinks you never knew you had. Here's some of the
information you can find in this book: ? The #30+ best Kama Sutra positions if you are an absolute beginner ? #40 Powerful Sex
Positions for male and female easy orgasm ? The #30 secret positions to make your oral sex explode - Illustrated! ? The #6
fundamental steps you must follow for great anal sex ? #40 naughty sex challenges and #10 hot role play ? #15 Crazy Sex
Positions for advanced couples - Illustrated! ? Other #143 Illustrated Sex Positions to transform your sexual life forever ? BONUS:
#10 Secret G-Spot Sex Positions - Illustrated! And much more... Most books on Kama Sutra focus only on few sex positions and
do not provide enough illustrations; as well they fail to explain clearly all the aspects and do not go deep enough in each area. But
it's not this case! Here you will find full illustrations to make sure you know what you are doing. Think of this book as a complete
guide that gives you the knowledge you need to impress your sexual partner and improve your sexual life forever. This book's
mission is to bring about exciting and invigorating change to your normal sex routine! ?? Ready to cum like never before? Click the
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"Buy Now" button!
For couples looking to spice up their sex life or just looking to have a bit of fun, Kama Sutra: A Position a Day is packed with tips
and erotic know-how about how to perfect and enjoy each position.
After all these years of thinking 69 was our lucky number, the perpetrators of Nerve.com's wildly popular "Position of the Day" have
hand-picked 366 of their very best erotic scenarios into one gloriously chunky, deeply inspiring, and hilarious compendium. Yes,
that's 366 - one for each day of the year plus a little something special for leap year! Illustrated with anatomically correct drawn
figures, the positions run the lusty gamut from plausible to creative to Honey, get my weight belt, this is going to require some
heavy lifting! For beginners and the acrobatically challenged, there are accessible suggestions such as the Corporate Merger, the
Wet Blanket, and the TV Dinner. Meanwhile, the adept and adventurous can try their hand at The Snow Blower, The Papoose,
and the Quasimodo, which field-testing suggests is best attempted only after a vigorous round of stretching and a can of Red Bull.
Position of the Day is about not becoming a creature of habit, because even the Excuse Me, Do I Know You? can get boring if
that's the only position in your repertoire... Em & Lo (Emma Taylor and Lorelei Sharkey) pen Nerve.com's sex and relationships
advice column, "The Em & Lo Down (Advice from Near-Experts)."
Are you looking for a guide to improve your sex positions? Then keep reading... Well, you can accomplish this if you want;
however, it's not as easy as ABC because you and your partner need to get to know each other from within. This book on sex
Position for couples has been designed to serve every piece of your sex life. It goes from knowing you, knowing your partner, to
having satisfying sex. Not every couple can have a smooth sex life. Sexual dysfunction or just anxiety can make your sex life flat.
However, it is important to keep in mind that there is a solution to everything. You are not the first, you will not be the last to have
these problems This book focuses on improving your sex life. Some of the topics covered in the book include; - How important is
sex in your relationship - secrets to keep desire alive - how to satisfy sexually - keep seduction long - separation or distance
increases desire - rompi? routine - causes of decreased sexual desire - What sex can swinger do for your relationship - -sex
appeal. - foreplay - privacy - easy sex position - intermediate sexual positions - advanced sexual positions - better sex positions for
" making love" These steps are well designed for you. They are practical and focus on easy ways to achieve positive results.
Forget about detractors, this is a practical step and the discussion will turn your intimacy and sex life to the best level. This book is
different because it not only focuses on mind-blowing orgasms, but also gives you the practical steps to orgasm. It starts from preoral games, to sexual intercourse and viable sexual positions to use. It is a guide that helps each individual. Hoping to take
advantage of this opportunity? GET IT NOW!!!

Make sex a priority again! With this book you will learn all you need to know to spice things up, be adventurous and get
your sex life back on track! With positions from basic to advanced, there is plenty in here for everyone. You will also learn
how to make your partner reach an AMAZING orgasm every time! So what are you waiting for? You will learn: - Why not
all women enjoy orgasms every time - What can be done to help you achieve an orgasm every time - 101 Proven sex
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positions and variations that will encourage climax during intercourse - Safety advice the for more advanced positions Exactly how to perform the positions with your partner, safely and properly, in detail - Lots of great tips for him and her,
and; - Much, much more! It's time to turn things around - this book will guide you through 100 exciting new positions and
variations to try with your partner to spice things up in the bedroom and teach you how to better achieve orgasm. Put that
spark back in your relationship and try something new!
If you are looking for the most detailed guide on Kama Sutra, you want to discover the most amazing Kama Sutra Sex
Positions, Kama Sutra Secrets, many ways to fulfill your most hidden sex fantasies, make the best out of your sexual
experiences... Then this book is for you! This book contains all you need to know about bringing your sex to the next level
through the learning of Kama Sutra and its many benefits. By using the knowledge within these pages you will surprise
your sexual partner. You will learn things you didn't even know you needed to know but that will make you wonder how
you ever lived without them! In this book you will discover: - What is Kama Sutra and its benefits - What is love for Kama
Sutra - How to succeed in flirting and courtship - How can you become a master in seduction - How to maximize intimacy
and foreplay - How enjoy at best the 100+ sex positions of the extended Kama Sutra including, standing, relaxing,
woman dominates, man dominates, sitting, acrobatic positions - How to excel at oral sex with several positions - What to
do if you want to try anal sex - What masturbation techniques can you use to better discover yourself - What type of
orgasm should you aim at and how to get them - How can sex toys spice up your sex life - In which cases you should go
for a threesome and how can you enjoy at best this experience And much more! Most books on Kama Sutra focus only
on few sex positions and do provide enough illustrations; as well they fail to explain clearly all the aspects of Kama Sutra
and do not go deep enough in each area. This is instead a complete 360 degrees book on Kama Sutra! If you are a
beginner, you can start your journey towards full sex enjoyment. If you have some experience, get ready to upgrade your
level up! Do yourself, your partner and everyone else that you will potentially have sex with a favor, read this book! Give
your partner the present of informing yourself about how to bring them enjoyment like never before. All you have to do is
to click on the BUY NOW button, and you will be able to start your way to becoming the best sexual partner you can ever
be!
OVER 200+ SEX POSITIONS WITH PICTURES AND ILLUSTRATIONS - Master Love & Seduction Secrets. 6 Books in
1 - Mega Bundle Kama Sutra for Beginners and Sex Positions 74 ILLUSTRATED SEX POSITIONS FOR COUPLES 101
Sex Positions and Sex Games Guide Tantric Sex How to Talk Dirty Kama Sutra Sex Book Is your sex life all it can be?
Could you find ways to improve it and enjoy a whole new range of positions? Would you like to learn tips of foreplay that
will make a world of difference? If you want to improve your sex life then finding new and exciting sex positions is
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probably a good place to start. The simple introduction of something different is often all that is needed to breathe new
life into a flagging relationship or to enhance one that has become slightly stale, often through no fault on either side. The
reality is that most of us like what we know and that goes for sex positions as well. By changing things around we get
renewed vigour and with "Kama Sutra: 6 Books in 1: OVER 200+ Illustrated Sex Positions - Kama Sutra for Beginners,
Positions for Couples, Sex Games Guide, Tantric Sex, Foreplay & Dirty Talk: Master Love & Seduction Secrets." you
have a book that provides chapters on: Beginner sex positions Oral sex 200 Sex Positions to try out Hardcore sex
positions Experimental positions Kama Sutra for Beginners, Sex Positions and Everything about Kama Sutra The
amazing benefits of Tantric sex How to talk dirty - Dirty talk during Sex The basics you need to know How to prepare your
body and mind The path to purification Positions for explosive Tantric sex How to achieve multiple orgasms Anal sex
Introducing sex games and role playing And more... Suitable for beginners and advanced practitioners alike, this book
you with enough positions to keep even the most adventurous couples occupied for a long time. Complete with full
illustrations to make sure you know what you are doing, this is a book that provides an exciting and invigorating change
to your normal sex routine. Above all you will experience something that will improve your sex life and give you many
hours of intense pleasure that you would otherwise find difficult to achieve. Get a copy now and see how it could improve
your sex life!
Fabulous ways to arouse, tease, inspire and stimulate your sex life Seduce: Hot ways to make you irresistible and put
you both in the mood to play Arouse: Fantastic ideas and techniques to make sex better and better . . . Tantalise:
Increase passion and pleasure with imaginative and erotic games Best-selling sex therapist Anne Hooper is an expert in
helping couples spice up their love life
A guide for couples who want to revitalize or add variety to their sex life presents 365 different sexual positions based on
the Kama Sutra, one for every day of the year, that feature something for everyone with variations that range from the
sensual to the gymnastic or aerobic. Original.
?????Do you want to discover the best Sex Positions for Couples and master the secrets of Kama Sutra? Do you want to
learn how to improve your relationship and intimacy with your partner? ????? This is The Most Complete Sex Guide
around, with 2 Manuscripts in 1 Book: 1 - Sex Positions Guide? 2 - Kama Sutra? ?In Manuscript 1 "Sex Positions Guide"
you will discover: - How can you improve intimacy and compatibility - How to prepare your mind and body for sex - How
is foreplay done best - What are the best sex positions for couples - How is oral sex done right - Which are the best
aphrodisiacs and how to use them - What fetish practices and other sexual fantasies can you try - Where else can you
enjoy your sex life and how beyond the bedroom - What and how can you do sex at best if you are pregnant - And much
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more! ?In Manuscript 2 "Kama Sutra" you will discover - What is Kama Sutra and its benefits - What is love for Kama
Sutra - How to succeed in flirting and courtship - How can you become a master in seduction - How enjoy at best the
100+ sex positions of the extended Kama Sutra including, standing, relaxing, woman dominates, man dominates, sitting,
acrobatic positions - How to excel at oral sex with several positions - What masturbation techniques can you use to better
discover yourself - What types of orgasms should you aim at and how to get them - In which cases you should go for a
threesome and how can you enjoy at best this experience - And much more! If you are a beginner, you can start your
journey towards full sex enjoyment and unlock your full energy. If you have some experience, get ready to upgrade your
level up! Do yourself, your partner and everyone else that you will potentially have sex with a favor, read this book! Give
your partner the present of informing yourself about how to bring them enjoyment like never before. ??????Scroll up and
get your copy by clicking the "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!???????
"Previously published in the United States as Kama Sutra Step by Step, 2009"--P. 240.
A guide for couples who want to revitalize or add variety to their sex life presents 365 different sexual positions, one for
every day of the year, that feature something for everyone with variations that range from the sensual to the gymnastic or
aerobic. Original.
Make each day a sex adventure, with 365 ways to reach the summit of pleasure. From 'The Peacock's Tail' to 'The Tiger's Claw',
and 'The Reckless Grasp' to the 'Seated Sigh', give every position a go and treat yourself to a year of seriously great sex. Whether
you want slow, sensual lovemaking or a quick, orgasmic fix, find a sex position for every time, place, and mood in this gorgeously
visual guide that's stylish, fun, and just a little bit naughty. Sensual and spiritual - sometimes gymnastic, always fantastic - here is
the ancient sex manual of the Kama Sutra brought bang up to date for a whole new horny readership.
Sex Secrets of the Kama Sutra & Other Eastern Pleasures is an inspirational guide to the best sex positions and techniques from
Arabia, India, China, and Japan. Classic erotic manuscripts and traditions from each country provide the source of eye-opening
secrets that will take couples on a sexual adventure and push erotic pleasure to dizzying heights.
Complemented by specially commissioned full-color photographs, this thoroughly revised and updated sexual handbook brings
together the best of Eastern sexual teachings with the concerns of the twenty-first century in an informative guide to ways to
enrich, enhance, and diversify one's sex life.
The Most Practical ILLUSTRATED Guide You Will Ever Find! 4 Manuscripts in 1 Book: 1) Kama Sutra for Beginners 2) Sex
Positions for Couples: the Sex Bucket List 3) Sex Games for Couples 4) How to Talk Dirty Do you want to fulfill your most hidden
sex fantasies and make the best out of your sexual experiences? Do you want to create an intense and hot bond with your
partner? If you want to know the keys to open the secret doors of pleasure during sex then keep reading. Warning: Your sex life
will never be the same. A relationship over time can become monotonous, flat, sometimes boring. You end up staying in your
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comfort zone, doing always the usual things and without knowing it, you are taking the biggest risk of all, losing your passion... ??
Fortunately for you, this book will give you everything you need to keep your sex life fresh and constantly changing. Whatever the
experience, this book will completely change your sexual adventures from now on! You will finally say goodbye to routine, leave
your comfort zone and make you both feel amazing. With 300+ Illustrated Sex Positions! Here's some of the information you can
find in this book: ? #30+ Kama Sutra positions for beginners to start your sexual journey like a pro ? The #30 best sex positions to
make your oral sex explode - Illustrated! ? #15 Crazy Sex Positions for advanced couples - Illustrated! ? What types of orgasms
should you aim at and how to get them ? #40 Powerful Sex Positions for male and female easy orgasm ? How can erotic massage
spice up your sex life ? #40 naughty sex challenges and #10 hot role play ? Other #143 Illustrated Sex Positions to transform your
sexual life forever ? The #6 fundamental steps you must follow for great anal sex ? How to Successfully Introduce Couples Games
into your Bedroom ? Classic, Fantastic, Erotic and Creative Sex Games (also with Sex Toys) ? BONUS: #10 Secret G-Spot Sex
Positions - Illustrated! And much more... Most books on Sex focus only on few sex positions and do not provide enough
illustrations; as well they fail to explain clearly all the important aspects and do not go deep enough in each area. But it's not this
case! Here you will find full illustrations to make sure you know what you are doing. When was the last time you tried something
new with your partner? It's time to fulfill your most hidden sex fantasies, spice up your sexual experiences, impress your partner
and improve your sexual life forever! ?? Ready to cum like never before? Click the "Buy Now" button! ??
Transform your lovemaking into erotic ecstasy with the secrets of the Kama Sutra -- the most ancient, renowned and explicit guide
to sexual pleasure.
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